THE LAND TEAM

Arrow aims to build long-term, positive working relationships with all landholders. We understand these relationships take time to develop and we are increasing our capacity to better meet landholder needs now and in the future.

Once Arrow has identified private property as a possible site for exploration or production activities, the landholder will be contacted by a Land Liaison Officer, who will be the primary point of contact for all negotiations. The Land Liaison Officer will discuss site access, schedule cultural heritage and environmental clearances, co-ordinate other activities on the property and ensure rehabilitation of the site. At each stage, whenever possible, Arrow aims to accommodate the landholder’s requirements and existing land uses. We will be flexible in the location of wells and infrastructure.

Questions or concerns about Arrow’s proposed activities, can be addressed by the landholder’s designated Land Liaison Officer. For general landholder inquiries call 1800 038 856.

LAND ACCESS RULES

01. Only enter a property with the approval of your supervisor, after you have cleaned up the landholder.

02. Only conduct activities that are approved within the access conditions.

03. Follow the directions of the landholders. Report any directions that are not within the access conditions.

04. Report landholder discussions, complaints, grievances to your supervisor or Land Liaison Officer.

05. Carry personal and vehicle identification. All persons on site are to present their identification at all times.

06. Keep sites tidy, ensure all rubbish is removed from site.

07. Do not interfere with the landholder’s property, equipment or operations. Do not approach trucks and highway areas. Do not approach high voltage power lines and overhead lines. Do not enter or cross property boundaries.

08. Do not take firearms, weapons, animals, illicit drugs or alcohol onto the property.

09. Do not light fires unless authorised. Smoking is only permitted in the designated locations.

10. Do not enter a site during or after wet weather. Do not wash down vehicles or equipment until dry. Do not cause access damage.

11. Do not negotiate with landholders. Only Land Liaison Officers are permitted to negotiate activities and access conditions.

12. Do not threaten or pressure landholders or other people on the property.

ARROW IS COMMITTED TO WORKING WITH LANDHOLDERS TO MANAGE THE POTENTIAL SPREAD OF WEEDS.

AUThORiTiES

Arrow’s tenure is administered under the Queensland Petroleum and Gas Production and Safety Act 2004. In parallel, each tenure requires an Environment Authority (EA) under the Environmental Protection Act 1994.

Under the Petroleum and Gas Production and Safety Act 2004, there are three types of Petroleum Authorities that Arrow must apply for at different stages:

1. Authority to Prospect (ATP) — used for exploration activities

2. Petroleum Lease (PL) — used for the development and commercialisation of proven gas reserves

3. Pipeline Licence (PPL) — used for the construction and operation of pipelines.

This legislation sets out the rights and obligations of Arrow with respect to exploring, producing and transporting gas and the land on which it is located.

VEHICLE WASH DOWN

Before first entering a property, Arrow staff wash down vehicles and equipment to ensure no plant matter is introduced to the land. Once cleaned and free of plant, animal and soil matter, the vehicles are issued a certificate by a qualified wash down inspector.
ARROW RECOGNISES THE SUPPORT OF OUR STAKEHOLDERS, PARTICULARLY LANDHOLDERS AND THE LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN WHICH WE OPERATE, IS VITAL TO THE SUCCESS OF OUR PROJECTS.

WORKING WITH LANDHOLDERS

Arrow recognises every property is unique. We are committed to working closely with landholders to ensure our work practices minimise impacts on land and existing agricultural activities. Arrow communicates with landholders at least three months before any activities, including environmental studies, take place on private property.

When determining temporary and permanent locations for wells, plant and equipment, all aspects of the property are considered in consultation with the landholder. Agricultural activities, stock considerations, seasonal conditions, topography, drainage lines, service corridors, vegetation and fauna are all taken into account.

Our aim is to gain voluntary access agreements to private property and we are continually working to develop relationships with landholders that make this possible.

INFORMATION FOR LANDHOLDERS WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

This brochure is printed on paper stocks manufactured with the environment in mind.

Manufactured from 100% post consumer waste
ISO 14001 Environmental Management System in use
Manufactured using process chlorine free (PCF) pulps

CONTACT
Land Team, Arrow Energy Pty Ltd
Phone 1800 038 856
Email info@arrowenergy.com.au
LAND LJAIISON OFFICER

Find out more online at www.arrowenergy.com.au
Brisbane Dalby Moranbah Gladstone
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